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Initial list of states for FY'72  
program design grants

The State-Based Program staff spent two days discussing the 
twenty states which we would consider moving into during the coming 
fiscal year. For information purposes,here is a list of them. This 
list is tentative and will change somewhat if we run into specific 
kinds of trouble in specific states. We would then be inclined to 
move to other states. However, as the list now stands, we would be 
trying to identify groups to come to Washington to talk to us in the 
following states. The kind of group we would be looking for is 
mentioned next to the state.

1) Rhode Island---general

2) Indiana---general, university extension.

3) Michigan---university extension

4) Massachusetts---academic administrators

5) Maryland---general

6) Pennsylvania---general

7) Connecticut---undecided

8) New Jersey---general, university extension

9) Colorado-- general, arts and humanities

10) Delaware---general

11) West Virginia---university extension

12) South Carolina— general

13) Kentucky---university extension

14) Illinois---general

15) Hawaii---general
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16) Texas---undecided

17) Louisiana---undecided

18) Mississippi---undecided

19) Montana---undecided, might be academic humanists

20) Nebraska---undecided

21) (alternate) Tennessee---undecided

22) (alternate) Arkansas---undecided

I should make some additional notes:

a) Kansas and the state of Washington will be having 
meetings in Fiscal 1972 but will be funded out of Fiscal 1971 
program design funds;

b) We decided not to go into New York and California 
in the coming fiscal year and this in itself much simplified the 
problem of selection;

c) In no instance do we mean to be mesmerized by our 
"modes;" when we say University extension, we don't mean only 
that, and when we say general, we don't mean that university 
extension would not be involved;

d) In all instances, we propose to add academic 
humanists to the committee whether it is a general committee or 
a university extension committee;

e) We simply have not discussed in our staff yet the 
various modes we would use in our last few states. It does not 
mean that they represent particular difficulties; it rather means 
that we have divided we should get our consultant going on as many 
of the states as possible and that we will subsequently turn to 
the question of which modes should be used in the states listed
as "undecided" above.


